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ISSUE 10 - Spring Term 2019

Spring has sprung!

The spring term is always packed here at WWESU. We've been
camping, expeditioning, hiking, climbing, canoeing, kayaking,
travelling internationally, SUPing, cycling and generally having a
fantastic time. Read on to find out all the juicy details!
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London to Paris Cycle Trip
At the start of this Easter holidays 17 intrepid Explorers and Leaders undertook the
mammoth 367km expedition cycling from Tower Bridge to the Eiffel Tower. Over an
exhausting six days the team crossed oceans, ate croissants and for some had their
ﬁrst experience of international Scouting. Read all about their experience HERE

Southern 50
The Southern 50 is always a muchanticipated yearly event in the
WWESU calendar, and this year we
entered a massive 5 teams to the
annual competition (3x30km,
1x50km and 1x50 mile team). Our
best performance came from some
of the newest members of the Unit,
earning a fantastic second place in
the 30km competition! Some of the
Explorers put together a great blog
of the trip which can be found right
HERE.

Canoe weekend in Wales
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Around mid-March, a mixed-ability group of Explorers and Leaders braved the M6 to go for
Past Issues
a canoe expedition down the River Severn and Llangollen Canal. Encountering engorged
rivers a er some heavy rain, they managed to adapt their plans and had a lovely paddle
with just the one (apparently intentional) capsize. Read about the whole trip HERE.

Winter Camp
In early February, a gaggle of 40-odd
WWESU Explorers and Leaders
stayed at a bunkhouse in Gradbach,
Peak District for a jam-packed
weekend of hiking, cycling, abseiling,
exploring Arthurian caverns and
selling out local chip shops! Read
the full blog of the weekend HERE.
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Stu we've been up to other than camps...
BC First Aid:
This term over 15 of our Explorers earned their British Canoeing Level 1 First Aid award.
These qualifications not only allow Explorers to stay safe and save lives, but also allow
them to get T1 hillwalking permits to go and lead their own hiking trips.

Leader training:
One of our fantastic Leaders, Phil, passed his minibus + trailer test at the beginning of
March. Qualifications like this help us stu our varied, interesting and accessible program
with as and fantastic adventurous activities as possible!

Easter Camp
As you're reading this we've just
returned from our Unit Easter camp
in Snowdonia, we've climbed,
kayaked, SUP'd, swum, climbed,
hiked, hunted for easter eggs and
enjoyed the glorious weather!
Check our Facebook, Twitter and
Instagram for our coverage of the
weekend, and keep your eyes
peeled this week coming for our blog
post and video about the whole long
weekend!
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Awards
Wild Wolf always likes to help as many Explorers as possible their DofE and Chief
Scout awards. This term alone our members have accrued a staggering amount of
awards - 6 new qualiﬁed paddlesport instructors, 2 new T2 hiking permits, 5 Bronze +
4 Silver DofE Awards, and 5 Platinum + 4 Diamond Chief Scout awards. Well done to
all for thier hard work and incredible achievements!

Leavers
Every term we have Explorers that
leave the Unit to go off on new
Scouting adventures. Earlier this
term we said goodbye to Michal as
he goes off to take up a leadership
position at the 15th Wood Green, a
Scout group closely linked with Wild
Wolf.
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Connect with us! See more of what we do through our social media and blog:

Facebook Twitter Instagram Website
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